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®
 Experts 

 
Today I am responding to a question that was posted on the Love and Logic 
Facebook page. 
  
"Ok, I need some help here. I cannot get my kids to stay in bed after I put them to bed. 
They come out 5 times a night to go to the bathroom, open my bedroom door to ask 
questions, and are loud and wake people up. No matter how many privileges I take 
away, they are still coming out." 
  

After reading this question, I have some guesses, and several suggested strategies to try. 
  

GUESS NUMBER ONE 
This parent answers the kids' questions when they call out from the bedroom and reminds/begs them to 
stay in the room. This encourages them to continue doing that. 
  
It helps to put the kids to bed with this statement: "You've had your time, now it's my time to rest up." 
When they open the door to ask questions, they don't get answers because this is the parent's time. Don't 
reward them by answering. Remember that this is now "your time." 
  

GUESS NUMBER TWO 
This parent tries to stay calm while dealing with this problem. 
  
Don’t believe the myth that Love and Logic parents are always calm and sweet. Love and Logic parents 
are calm when delivering consequences, but they are human and their voices are sometimes stern and 
forceful when necessary. 
  
If one of these children comes out of their room they are met with a parent who gets right in their face and 
orders them back into the room. The voice is low, determined, and unpleasant. "Bad decision! You get 
back in that room! This is my time! See you in the morning." 
  

TAKING AWAY PRIVILEGES VS. ENERGY DRAIN TECHNIQUE 
Love and Logic does not teach parents to take away privileges as a disciplinary technique. We use the 
Energy Drain Technique instead. Even though it is similar, the wording creates a different thought 
process. 
  
If any of these children were to come out of the room for a second time, they would hear, "Bad decision! 
That's draining my energy! You're going to need to put that energy back tomorrow. I'll let you 
know how in the morning. Now, back to bed!" If necessary they are physically escorted back to the 
room. 
  
Plan on consistently using this approach. Expect the kids to keep testing you on it for a while, but don't 
give in. Keep it simple. 
  
If you are not an expert at using the Energy Drain Technique, order and listen to the audio, Love and 
Logic Magic When Kids Drain Your Energy.  
  
  
Jim Fay 
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